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ABSTRACT 
This thesis entitled "Optimization Techniques in Sample Surveys in 
the Presence of Non-response" is submitted to the Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh, India, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for award 
of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics. It embodies the 
research work carried out by me in the Department of Statistics and 
Operations Research, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
There are two generally accepted options for studying the 
characteristics of a population. The first one is census or complete 
enumeration while the other is the study of only a selected portion of the 
population called a sampling or sample survey. Census is time consuming, 
expensive and even impossible in some situations. On the other hand a 
sample survey costs less in terms of time and money both and provides a 
reliable estimate of the population. 
The tool of mathematical programming is concerned with the 
determination of the minimum or maximum of a function of several 
variables, which are subject to a number of constraints. Many problems in 
sample surveys, especially multivariate cases can be handled by using the 
mathematical programming. 
In this thesis an attempt has been made to formulate and solve 
some optimization problems arising in sample surveys in presence 
of non-response using classical optimization techniques such as Lagrange 
multipliers technique as well as using mathematical programming 
techniques. 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter I is introductory v^ h^ere 
some basic concepts and definitions are given. Various stages of using 
auxiliary information in sampling theory are discussed. A specific historical 
background for estimation of population mean using auxiliary information in 
presence of response as well as non-response have been introduced. An 
introduction to mathematical programming and its application to various 
fields including sampling surveys and non-response in sample surveys are 
discussed. 
Chapter II deals with the problem of determining the optimum initial 
sample size and the sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents. 
The problem is formulated as a non-linear programming problem. Both the 
objective function and the constraints are of separable nature. An 
approximate solution of the problem is obtained by using separable 
programming technique. 
In Chapter III, the stratified, separate ratio and combined ratio 
estimators for the population mean are proposed and discussed in 
(ii) 
presence of non-response. The optimum first sample sizes and the 
sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents are obtained for various 
strata. 
In Chapter IV, the ratio estimator for population mean under double 
sampling in presence of non-response is considered. Using Hansen and 
Hurwitz approach of sub-sampling the non-respondents, the optimum 
values of the first phase sample, second phase sample and sub-sampling 
fraction, which minimize the survey cost for specified precision are 
obtained. This chapter is based on our research paper entitled " Double 
Sampling for Ratio Estimation with Non-response " published in the 
J. Indian Soc. Agricultural. Statist., Vol.58, No. 3, December 2004. 
In Chapter V, the multivariate stratified sampling problem is 
formulated as a mathematical programming problem with linear sampling 
cost function. The integer solution of the problem is obtained by using 
branch and bound technique of Land and Doig (1961). This chapter is 
based on our research paper entitled " Integer Solution to the Allocation 
Problem in Multivariate Stratified Sampling " submitted for publication to 
the Southeast Asian J. Math. & Math. Sci. 
A comprehensive list of references arranged in alphabetical order is 
also presented at the end of the thesis. 
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PREFACE 
This thesis entitled "Optimization Techniques in Sample Surveys in 
the Presence of Non-response" is submitted to the Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh, India, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for award 
of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics. It embodies the 
research work carried out by me in the Department of Statistics and 
Operations Research, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
There are two generally accepted options for studying the 
characteristics of a population. The first one is census or complete 
enumeration while the other is the study of only a selected portion of the 
population called a sampling or sample survey. Census is time consuming, 
expensive and even impossible in some situations. On the other hand a 
sample survey costs less in terms of time and money both and provides a 
reliable estimate of the population. 
The tool of mathematical programming is concerned with the 
determination of the minimum or maximum of a function of several 
variables, which are subject to a number of constraints. Many problems in 
sample surveys, especially multivariate cases can be handled by using the 
mathematical programming. 
In this thesis an attempt has been made to formulate and solve 
some optimization problems arising in sample surveys in presence 
of non-response using classical optimization techniques such as Lagrange 
multipliers technique as well as using mathematical programming 
techniques. 
This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter I is introductory where 
some basic concepts and definitions are given. Various stages of using 
auxiliary information in sampling theory are discussed. A specific historical 
background for estimation of population mean using auxiliary information in 
presence of response as well as non-response have been introduced. An 
introduction to mathematical programming and its application to various 
fields including sampling surveys and non-response in sample surveys are 
discussed. 
Chapter II deals with the problem of determining the optimum initial 
sample size and the sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents. 
The problem is formulated as a non-linear programming problem. Both the 
objective function and the constraints are of separable nature. An 
approximate solution of the problem is obtained by using separable 
programming technique. 
In Chapter III, the stratified, separate ratio and combined ratio 
estimators for the population mean are proposed and discussed in 
(ii) 
presence of non-response. The optimum first sample sizes and the 
sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents are obtained for various 
strata. 
In Chapter IV, the ratio estimator for population mean under double 
sampling in presence of non-response is considered. Using Hansen and 
Hurwitz approach of sub-sampling the non-respondents, the optimum 
values of the first phase sample, second phase sample and sub-sampling 
fraction, which minimize the survey cost for specified precision are 
obtained. This chapter is based on our research paper entitled " Double 
Sampling for Ratio Estimation with Non-response " published in the J. 
Indian Soc. Agricultural Statist., Vol.58, No. 3, December 2004. 
In Chapter V, the multivariate stratified sampling problem is 
formulated as a mathematical programming problem with linear sampling 
cost function. The integer solution of the problem is obtained by using 
branch and bound technique of Land and Doig (1961). This chapter is 
based on our research paper entitled " Integer Solution to the Allocation 
Problem in Multivariate Stratified Sampling " submitted for publication to 
the Southeast Asian J. Math. & Math. Sci. 
A comprehensive list of references arranged in alphabetical order is 
also presented at the end of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Non-response in Sample Surveys 
Non-response is becoming a grooming concern in survey research. 
The phenomenon of non-response when people are not able or willing to 
answer questions asked by the interviewer can appear in sample surveys 
as well as in census. The extent and the effect of the non-response can 
vary greatly from one type of survey to another. It affects the quality of 
survey in two ways. Firstly, due to the reduction of data, the estimates of 
population parameters will be less precise. Secondly, if a relationship 
exists between the variable under investigation and response behaviours, 
statements made on the basis of the response are not valid for the total 
population. 
So the extent of non-response must be kept as small as possible. 
In spite of many efforts during surveys, there still remains a considerable 
amount of non-response. Measures should be taken to prevent formation 
of wrong statements about the population. Combination of adjustment 
procedures and usual estimation techniques are necessary to yield valid 
population estimates. 
In sample surveys, the population may be assumed to be composed of 
two parts 
i) Response group 
ii) Non-response group 
In case when the units of the non-response group are such that after 
some additional efforts it is possible to get the information we refer such 
non-responding group of units as "Soft Core". In some cases a part of 
non-response units are such that it is impossible to get any information, the 
set of these units are referred as "Hard Core". While estimating the 
population mean of the study character, responding and non-responding 
units are required to give the representative value of the population mean. 
In case of "Soft Core", the problem is to minimize the effect of 
non-response and make some adjustment, which may provide the efficient 
estimate. 
The work of Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) pioneering the treatment of 
non-response. In case of mail surveys, they suggested that after the first 
attempt has been made, a random sub-sample is drawn from the 
non-respondents and then personal interviews of the sub-sample from the 
non-respondents were made as a second attempt. 
After Hansen and Hurwitz several other authors discussed various 
aspects of the problem of non-response. Elbadry (1956) extended Hansen 
and Hurwitz technique based on the experience that an appreciable 
increase in response rates to mail questionnaires can be secured by 
sending waves of questionnaires to the non-responding units. 
Foradari (1961) has designed some estimators of total along with their 
variances in two-stage sampling. Kish and Hess (1959) has given a 
different approach to the problem of non-response. Srinath (1971) 
suggested alternative sampling rules for the selection of sub-sample both 
in the two-phase sampling scheme of Hansen and Hurwitz and multi-phase 
sampling scheme of Elbadry. Tripathi and Khare (1997) have proposed the 
estimation of finite population mean vector by considering the situation of 
partial non-response as well as that of complete non-response/response. 
Ganie (2002) has extended the work of Khare (1987) for two characters in 
stratified sampling where there is partial non-response. 
In case of estimation of certain parameters on some sensitive 
character, one may not obtain the information through direct questions 
survey method. The information on these types of questions is collected by 
applying randomized response technique with some mechanical devices, 
which has no direct relation with the character under study. Several 
models for randomized response technique have been developed by 
Warner (1965), Kim and Fluecker (1978). Franklin (1989), Singh and Singh 
(1992, 1993) use continuous randomized device instead of discrete one. 
Mangat (1994) and Mangat et al. (1995) have proposed some other 
variants of Warners model. Chaubey and Crisalli (1997) have given the 
adjustment of the inclusion probabilities in case of non-response. 
In order to enhance the confidence of the respondents, 
Horvitz et al. (1967) developed a procedure and called it unrelated 
question randomized response model or in short "U-model". Mishra and 
Sinha (1999) developed Warner's (1965) and Mangat and 
Singh's (1990, 1991) schemes to cover multiple type of statement and 
derived the maximum likelihood estimates for the proportion along with its 
variance. Also Grewal et al. (1999) considered the situation of 
multi-character surveys using randomized response technique in PPS 
sampling. Bar-Lev et al. (2003) proposed a two-stage sequential sampling 
scheme for Warner's randomized response model. 
Several estimation procedures for handling non-ignorable 
non-response in sample surveys have been proposed by various authors, 
among them are Alho (1990), Kott (1994), Smith et al. (1999), Elliot et al. 
(2000), Anido and Valdes (2000), Kuk et al. (2001) and Clarke and Tate 
(2002). 
1.2 Stages of Using Auxiliary Information 
The concept of auxiliary information is well known in sampling 
theory. Its use is of paramount importance in sample surveys as it leads to 
increased precision of estimators for population parameters. 
The origin of utilizing auxiliary information in sample surveys may be 
traced back to the origin of sampling theory itself. It was a general view of 
the survey statisticians even during 1930's that the usual method of 
estimating the population mean (or total) of a variable of interest, say y, 
may be improved to give higher precision of estimation if the information 
on the closely related variable x (auxiliary variable) is utilized in the 
estimation procedure. Hansen and Hurwitz were the first to suggest the 
use of auxiliary information in selecting the units with varying probabilities. 
In most of the survey situations, the auxiliary information is always 
available in one form or the other or can be made available by diverting a 
part of the survey resources at moderate cost. In whatever form the 
auxiliary information is available, one may always utilize it to devise 
sampling strategies which are better (if not uniformly then at least in a part 
of parametric space) than those in which no auxiliary information is used. 
The method of utilizing auxiliary information depends on the form in which 
it is available. 
In sample surveys, the auxiliary information may be utilized in three 
basic ways: 
(i) The information on one or more auxiliary variables may be used 
at the planning or designing stage of the survey i.e. in stratifying 
the population. 
(ii) The information on one or more auxiliary variables may be used 
at the sample selection stage i.e. in selecting the units for sample 
with or without replacement and with varying probabilities 
proportional to some suitable measure of size. 
(ill) The information on one or more auxiliary variables may be used 
at the estimation stage I.e. through defining ratio, regression, 
difference and product estimators based on the auxiliary 
information. 
Obviously the auxiliary information may be used in mixed ways as well by 
combining any two or all of the above three basic ways. 
Usually measurements on the auxiliary variables are available for 
every unit of the population or at least the population totals or means of 
auxiliary variables are known in advance. However when such information 
is not available, it is obtained by taking a large preliminary sample in which 
only those auxiliary characters are measured which lacks such information. 
The purpose of this sample is to furnish a good estimate of the population 
mean or total of the auxiliary variable or its frequency distribution. The 
technique of double sampling or two-phase sampling is thus used to make 
such Information available in surveys. 
1.3 Historical Baclcground about Estimation of IVIean 
The works of Bowley (1926) and Neyman (1934, 1938), the 
foundation stones of modern sampling theory, dealing with stratified 
random sampling and putting forward a theoretical criticism of non-random 
sampling (purposive sampling) can be referred to as the initial efforts to 
utilize the auxiliary information in sampling theory. However the works of 
Watson (1973) and Cochran (1940, 1942) initiated the use of auxiliary 
information in devising estimation procedures aimed at improvement in the 
precision of estimation. Hansen and Hurwitz (1943) were the first to use 
auxiliary information in selecting the units with varying probabilities. 
The ratio and regression estimators for the population mean f of a 
variable of interest y based on the knowledge of population mean X of an 
auxiliary variable x are well known in sample survey literature considered 
by Cochran (1977), Sukhatme et al. (1984), Raj (1968), Murthy (1967), 
Kish (1965), Yates (1981). Deming (1960) and Singh, and Choudhary 
(1986). 
The ratio estimators being biased, the efforts were made to obtain 
unbiased or almost unbiased ratio estimators and their approximate 
variances by various authors, among them are Lahiri (1951), Midzuno 
(1951), Hartly and Ross (1954), Durbin (1959), Mickey (1959), Tin (1965), 
Rao and Beegle (1967), Arvesen (1969), Rao (1969), Rao and Rao (1971), 
Hutchison (1971), Rao and Kuzil< (1974), defined an unbiased ratio 
estimator based on SRSWOR and knowledge of auxiliary variable x. 
Rao and Ramachandran (1974) and Cochran (1977) have proposed 
the separate and combined ratio estimators for the population total in the 
absence of non-response that is, where there is total response on both the 
auxiliary and the study variables. They also made the comparison of the 
estimators. In this direction some separate ratio, regression and combined 
ratio, regression estimators and the estimates of their variances have been 
proposed by various authors, among them are, Wu (1985), Sekkapan and 
Thompson (1994). Saxena et al. (1995) and Rao and Shao (1996) when 
the population mean of the auxiliary variable is known or unknown. 
Hussein (1999) proposed the separate and combined ratio estimators for 
the median. 
In chapter III, we have proposed the separate and combined ratio 
estimators for the population mean in presence of non-response when the 
population mean of the auxiliary variable is known. 
1.4 Some Estimation Procedures Using Auxiliary Information in 
Presence of Non-response 
Cochran (1977) proposed the ratio and regression estimators for the 
population mean of the study variable in which information on the auxiliary 
variable is obtained from all the sample units, while some sample units 
failed to supply information on the study variable and the population mean 
of the auxiliary variable is known. In this direction some conventional and 
alternate ratio, product and regression type estimators have been 
proposed by Rao (1986, 1987, 1990) and Khare and Srivastava (1993, 
1997, 2000), when the population mean of the auxiliary variable is known 
or unknown. Okafor (1994) has extended the work of Rao (1973) and Ige 
and Tripathi (1987) on double sampling for stratification (DSS) when there 
is non-response on the main variable and total response on the auxiliary 
variable. Najmussehar and Abdul Ban (2002) used the dynamic 
programming approach for DSS in the presence of non-response. 
Singh et al. (2000) extended the work of Tracy and Osahan (1994) and 
proposed the regression type estimators for random non-response in 
survey sampling. Tabasum and Khan (2004) proposed the double 
sampling ratio estimator for the population mean in presence of non-
response, when the population mean of the auxiliary variable is unknown 
and also compared the performance of the proposed estimator with the 
estimator given by Hansen and Hurwitz (1946). 
1.5 Optimization 
The aim of optimization is to maximize the gain or profit, or minimize 
the cost or loss incurred in certain process. The first step towards 
optimization is to express the desired benefits, the required efforts and 
other relevant information as a function of certain variables that may be 
called "decision variables". Thus optimization can be defined as the 
maximization or minimization of a function of several variables. This 
function may be unconstrained or it may be subjected to certain constraints 
on the variables in the form of equations or inequalities. 
The existence of optimization problem can be traced back to the 
middle of eighteenth century. The work of Newton, Lagrange and Cauchy 
in solving certain types of optimization problems arising in geometry and 
physics by using differential calculus methods and calculus of variations is 
pioneering. These optimization methods better known as classical 
optimization methods have their own limitations and cannot be applied 
successfully to every optimization problem. These techniques are mainly of 
theoretical interest. However, in some simple situations they can provide 
solutions, which are practically acceptable. 
The class of real life optimization problems that are usually not 
solvable by classical optimization methods are known as mathematical 
programming problems. In the last five decades there has been a 
10 
phenomenal advancement towards the development of the theory and 
algorithms for solving various types of mathematical programming 
problems. 
1.6 Computational Procedures for Solving. Mathematical 
Programming Problems 
The first ever mathematical programming problem (MPP) was 
perhaps the problem of optimal allocation of limited resources recognized 
by economists in early 1930s. After World War II the United States Air 
Force team SCOOP (scientific computation of optimum programs) started 
intensive research on some optimum resource allocation problem, which 
led to the development of the famous simplex method by George B. 
Dantzig for solving a linear programming problem (LPP). 
In some of the practical situations the integer values of the decision 
variables are required. Dantzig et al. (1954), Markowitz and Manne (1957), 
Dantzig (1958, 1959) etc. discussed the integer solutions to some special 
purpose LPPs. Gomory (1960,1963) developed the cutting plane methods, 
for whole and mixed integer programming problems. Land and Doig (1960) 
developed the powerful branch and bound technique for solving integer 
linear programming problems. Later Dakin (1965) proposed another 
interesting variation of Land and Doig algorithm. Hillier (1969) gave a 
bound and scan algorithm, Bowman and Nemhauser (1970) gave a 
modified cutting plane method, Austin and Ghandforoush (1983) 
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developed an advanced dual algorithm and -Saitzman and Hillier 
(1988, 1991) presented the exact ceiling point algorithm for solving integer 
programs. Achuthan et al. (1998) presented eight new cutting planes which 
provide an improved description of the solution space and they 
demonstrated the usefulness of these cuts by generating good lower 
bounds for 14 large benchmark problems. Development of new techniques 
for solving linear programming problems are still going on. 
Kuhn and Tuker (1951) derived the necessary conditions (popularly 
-known as the K-T conditions) to be satisfied by an optimal solution of 
non-linear programming problem (NLPP). Till date no single technique is 
available for solving the general NLPP like simplex method for LPP. 
However, different methods are available for some special types of NLPPs. 
Beale (1959) gave a method for solving convex quadratic programming 
problem (CQPP). One of the powerful techniques for solving a NLPP is to 
transform it by some means, into a form, which permits the use of simplex 
method of LPP. Using K-T conditions Wolfe (1959) transformed the convex 
quadratic programming problem into an equivalent LPP to which simplex 
method could be applied with some additional restriction on the vectors 
entering the basis at various iterations. Rosen (1960, 1961), Kelley (1960), 
Goldfrab (1969), Du and Zhang (1990) and Lai et al. (1993) etc. gave 
gradient projection methods for non-linear programming with linear and 
non-linear constraints. 
12 
Several NLP problems consist of the functions, which are separable 
in nature. The methods for the approximate solution to the separable 
programming problem are found in the works of Charnes and Cooper 
(1957), Markowitz and Manne (1957), Dantzig et al. (1958), Miller (1963). 
Fluery (1991), Megiddo and Tamir (1993) etc. The technique applies to 
problems in which all the non-linear functions are separable. The idea is to 
construct a constrained optimization model that linearly approximates the 
original problem. The approximations enlarge the size of the model, but 
since a version of the simplex method can be applied as a solution 
technique, the method has considerable practical significance. The 
approach can be used equally well to approximate a non-linear objective 
function and non-linear constraints. 
1.7 Applications of Mathematical Programming 
The" early appHcations of mathematical programming (MP) were 
concerned with military, planning and coordination among various projects 
and the efficient utilization of scarce resources. During the last five 
decades MP techniques are applied successfully to almost every sphere of 
human activity, such as industries, agriculture, engineering and scientific 
research etc. 
An important application of MP technique is seen in various 
statistical problems. The need of using these techniques in optimization 
13 
problems in statistics is excellently described by Prof. C.R. Rao in 
Arthanari and Dodge (1981). The classical optimization methods based on 
differential calculus are too restrictive and are either inapplicable or difficult 
to apply in many situations that arise in statistical work. This together with 
the lack of suitable numerical algorithms for solving optimizing equations 
has placed severe limitations on the choice of objective functions and 
constraints and led to the development and use of some inefficient 
statistical procedures. 
Attempts have therefore been made during the last three decades to 
find other optimization techniques that have wider applicability and can be 
easily implemented with the available computing power. One such 
technique that has the potential for Increasing the scope for application of 
efficient statistical methodology is mathematical programming. 
Mathematical programming techniques are widely used to a variety of 
disciplines emerging from almost every branch of science, industry, 
agriculture, engineering, management, planning, social and economic 
problems, medical science, business, military, statistical analysis etc. 
1.8 Mathematical Programming in Sampling 
Sampling theory deals with the problems associated with the 
selection of samples from a population according to certain probability 
mechanism. The purpose of sample survey is to obtain information about 
14 
the population, which is defined according to the aims and subjects of the 
survey. Since the information on population is based on sample data, in 
planning of sample survey, a stage is always reached at which a decision 
must be made about the size of the sample, the sampling scheme, the 
scope of the survey, number of strata and stratum boundaries (in case 
stratified random sampling is used) etc. These decisions are very 
important. For example, the decision regarding the size of the sample to be 
selected is important because too large a sample implies a waste of 
resources and too small a sample diminishes the utility- of the results 
obtained. Therefore, the problem of deriving the statistical information on 
population characteristics- can be formulated as a mathematical 
programming problem by minimizing the cost of the survey subject to the 
restriction that the loss of precision is within a certain prescribed limit or 
alternately minimizing the loss in precision subject to the restriction that 
cost of the survey remains within the given budget. 
Stratified sampling is the most popular among various sampling 
designs that are extensively used in sample surveys. The problem of 
determining the number of strata, the problem of cutting the stratum 
boundaries, the problem of optimum allocation of sample sizes to various 
strata are treated as MPPs and solved by using MP techniques by several 
authors. 
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In multivariate stratified sampling where more than one 
characteristics are to be measured on every selected unit, the above 
problems become more complicated because of the non-availability of a 
single optimality criterion, which is suitable for all characters. In such 
situations, a compromise allocation is essential and one has to devise a 
criterion, which is optimal in some sense for all characters under study. 
Several authors have studied various criteria for obtaining a usable 
compromise allocation. Among them are Neyman (1934), Peter and 
Butcher (1940), Dalenius (1957), Ghosh (1958), Aoyama (1963), Folks and 
Antle (1965), Kokan and Khan (1967), Chattergee (1967.1968), Ahsan and 
Khan (1977,1982), Jahan et al. (1994), Jahan and Ahsan (1995), Malec 
(1995) and many others. 
The first author to give a convex programming (CP) formulation to 
the allocation problem in multivariate stratified sampling was Kokan (1963). 
An analytical solution through this CPP model was provided by Kokan and 
Khan (1967). They also showed how the sample allocation problem in 
other designs, such as two-stage sampling or double sampling can be 
viewed as a CPP. The problem of determining strata boundaries in 
multivariate surveys was considered by Ahsan et al. (1983). 
Chadha et al. (1971) used dynamic programming technique to find 
the optimum allocation in univariate case. Later Omule (1985) used the 
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same technique for multivariate sampling. 
Bethel (1989) expresses the optimal multi-character stratified sample 
allocation as a closed expression in terms of normalized Lagrangian 
multipliers, whereas Rahim (1994) proposed an alternative procedure 
based on distance function of the sampling errors of all the estimates. 
Various authors like Armstrong and Wu (1992), Kreienbrock (1993), Nandi 
and Aich (1995), Chernyak and Starytsky (1998), Bretthaure et al. (1999), 
Chernyak (1999), Chernyak and Chornous (2000) either suggested new 
criteria or explored further the already existing criteria. 
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CHAPTER II 
OPTIMUM ALLOCATION IN THE PRESENCE OF 
NON-RESPONSE: USING SEPARABLE PROGRAMMING 
2.1 introduction 
In theory of sampling it has been assumed that the data collected on 
the sampled units are accurate. But in practice this rarely happens. The 
measuring devices may be biased or faulty. Errors may also creep in 
editing, coding and tabulating the results. Apart from these errors, there 
may be a failure to measure some of the units selected in the sample that 
results in incomplete data. The term "non-response" is used to refer to the 
failure to measure some of the units selected in the sample. As a result the 
population under study may be assumed to be divided into two classes: 
those who respond to the first attempt will belong to the "Response Class" 
and those who do not respond to the first attempt will belong to the 
"Non-response Class". It should be noted that the above two classes are 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive. That is, if Ni and N2 units of a 
population of size N belongs to response and non-response classes 
respectively, then Ni+N2=N. 
In the presence of non-response, bias creeps in the estimates. Since 
the sample provides no information about the non-response class the size 
of the bias remains unknown. To overcome this problem, Hansen and 
Hunwitz (1946) suggested to draw a random sub-sample from the 
non-respondents, after the first attempt has been made. They assumed 
that after extensive efforts it is possible to get total response on this 
sub-sample. Hansen and Hurwitz used to mail the questionnaire as a first 
attempt and then the personal interview of the sub-sample of the 
non-respondents were made as a second attempt. They considered the 
problem of determining the number of questionnaire to be sent out and the 
number of personal interviews to take in order to achieve the required 
precision of the estimates at a minimum cost. 
After the pioneering work of Hansen and Hurwitz several others also 
discussed various aspects of the problem of non-response. Elbadry (1956) 
extended Hansen and Hurwitz technique based on the experience that an 
appreciable Increase in response rates to mail questionnaires can be 
secured by sending waves of questionnaires to the non-responding units. 
Foradari (1961) has designed some estimators of total along with their 
variances in multiphase sampling. Kish and Hess (1959) has given a 
different approach to the problem of non-response. Srinath (1971) 
suggested the selection of sub-samples by making several attempts in the 
non-response group. Tripathi and Khare (1997) have proposed the 
estimation of finite population mean vector by considering the situation of 
partial non-response as well as that of complete non-response/response. 
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The problem of detei mining the optimum sampling fraction among 
the non-respondents and the initial sample size that minimize the expected 
cost of the survey for a desired precision of the estimator is well known in 
the sampling literature. 
In this chapter, the problem of determining the optimum sampling 
fraction among the non-respondents and the size of the first sample is 
formulated as a separable non-linear programming problem. An 
approximate solution to the problem is obtained using revised simplex 
method with restricted basis entry rule after the Involved convex separable 
non-linear functions are approximated by piecewise linear functions. 
2.2 Formulation of the Problem 
Consider the situation as described by Hansen and Hurwitz (1946). 
The aim of the survey is to estimate the population total and the first 
attempt to collect the data is made by mailing questionnaires while the 
second attempt is made by personal interviews. It is assumed that in the 
second attempt the data are available for all selected non-respondents 
after interviewing them. 
Let, N : Population size (total number of addresses on the mailing list) 
N i : Number of respondents in the population. 
N2 : Number of non-respondents in the population, 
n : Size of the first sample. 
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n i : The number of respondents in the sample. 
n2: The number of non-respondents in the sample. 
y\ : Sample mean of ni respondents. 
m = — : The sub-sample out of the n2 non-respondents. 
(1/^ is the sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents where ^ > 1). 
y2m '• Sample mean of the sub-sample of non-respondents after 
interview. 
An unbiased estimator of the population total Y in the above situation 
suggested by Hansen-Hurwitz is 
Y = -(niyi+n2y2m) (2-2.1) 
n 
With the sampling variance 
V(Y) = N^{^]^^^(k-i)J!Lsi (2.2.2) 
\N-\Jn n A'2-1 
where, 
S^ : Population variance. 
Si '. Population variance among non-respondents. 
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The problem is to find the values of n and k (and thus \/, the 
sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents) that minimize 
V(Y) given by (2.2.2) for a fixed cost of the survey. 
The total expected cost C of the survey may be expressed as 
C = c « + c , « F r , + ^ ^ - ^ (2.2.3) 
k 
where, 
c = Per unit cost of mailing the questionnaire. 
c\ = Per unit cost of collecting information from the response class 
in first attempt. 
C2= Per unit cost of collecting information from the non-response 
class in the second attempt through interview. 
^1 = —*- is the expected rate of response to the mailed questionnaires in 
the population. 
No W2=\-Wi= —^ is the expected rate of non-response to the mailed 
questionnaires in the population. 
From ( 2.2.2 ). r(7)=Ar2fi^l^4-^(it-l)-i^5j 
^ ^ ^ ^ KN-\) n n ^N2-\ 
11 
or, HY)-(JLy (N-n'\^2 r XT \ 
nN 
5^ + N2 
yN2-lj 
Mzl)^,,| 
n 
N N-y 
For large populations = 1 and —^—s 1, which gives 
ViY)=N'\^\s'^^^^^^^N2Si 
nN n 
or, V{Y)=N' N-n 
nN 
\ 
^ 2 , ( ^ ^ 5 ? 
n N 
If we assume that S^ = ^ f then, 
V(Y)=N^S^ 1 n , ^2(^-1) 
n Nj n 
or. 
N^S^ .n N) n 
V(Y) I 1 W2{k-\) 
or, ^ \ + — = - + ^ £ ^ i 
jVr2^2 N n n 
or, VQ=-+-^ i 
n n 
Where, ^ - 0 = ^ - ^ + - -
u 1-^2 ^2^ 
n n 
K o = 5 i , ^ 
« n 
(2.2.4) 
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From (2.2.3) we have 
C=ic + ciW])n + cinWi (2.2.5) 
Let, C\=C2W2 and C2=(c + c,Pri) 
Then (2.2.5) becomes 
C = —^— + Co « 
A: ^ 
(2.2.6) 
To determine the optimum value of the first sample n and the 
optimum value of k which minimize the variance given by (2.2.4) for fixed 
cost CQ. Define the function (j>{n,k,X) as 
^(n,A:,;i) = —^ + ^ ^ + ^  —^ + C2«-Co 
n n \ k 
(2.2.7) 
where A is the Lagrange's multiplier. 
d(l> Differentiating ^ partially with respect to n and equating - ^ to zero, we 
dn 
get 
dn~ n^ J 
fr: 
+ A u • + Ci =0 
/^+c^ _Wi+W2k 
n 
Which gives, ^^2,(^1+^2^) 
^^^Q' 
(2.2.8) 
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Differentiating ^ partially with respect to A: and equating — to zero, we get 
dk 
d(/> _ 
dk~ 
or, 
n 
^ 
n 
Which gives. 
XC\n 
> 2 
1 /-<! 
From (2.2.8) and (2.2.9), we have 
(2.2.9) 
kop^= P - ^ (2.2.10) 
where k^pt denotes the optimum value of k. 
Finally differentiating ^ partially with respect to X and equating — to 
zero, we get 
or. 
Whi( 
a^  c;« , ^  „ _„ 
k 
•^ h n i v p t n — " 
•''' 9 'Ves , rigpf — , 
If ^ 
'^opt 
(2.2.11) 
where rigpt denotes the optimum value of n and k^p^ is as given by 
(2.2.10). 
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If (2.2.10) provides a feasible value of k, that is a value of A: > 1, the 
problem is solved. Otherwise we have to use some other optimization 
technique with ^ > 1 as an additional constraint. 
2.3 A Numerical Example 
Consider the following hypothetical situation. In a population of size 
200 the expected response rate is 30%. It costs $1.5 to mail a 
questionnaire, $5 in getting information per unit from the response class in 
first attempt and $10 in collecting information per unit from the 
non-response class in the second attempt, that is through interview. The 
budget available for the survey is $600. 
In terms of the notations of the preceding section we have A^  = 200, 
A^l=60, A^2=140, Wi=30% or 0.3, W2=l-Wi=0J,c = l.5, c, =5, and 
C2=10. Which gives, c/=C2^2 =7and C2 =c + ci^i = 3.Co =600 
The optimum values of A: and n as obtained in (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) 
using Lagrangian multiplier technique are 
k = KK = PJ^-^ 
^opt 
and riopt = 
C2W2 
^ =Vr=1.i.e. )t = l 0.7 J 
Co 
'^opt 
C'l 
600 
7 + 3 
-60 
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As the value of k^p^ is 1, which violates the restriction k>\. The solution 
obtained by Lagrangian multiplier is not practically feasible. 
2.4 Mathematical Programming Formulation 
In the following the problem is formulated as a separable non-linear 
programming problem with k>\ as an additional constraint. A solution 
procedure is also discussed in which the non-linear functions are 
approximated by piecewise linear functions and the resulting approximate 
problem is solved using revised simplex method with restricted basis entry 
rule. 
The problem of determining the optimum values of the first sample n 
and the sub-sampling fraction V, that minimizes the variance given by 
(2.2.4) for a fixed budget CQ may be expressed as the following non-linear 
programming problem (NLLP) 
Minimize K J = ^ + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (2.4.1) ^0 = 
C[n 
A. 
n 
+ C'2^ 
W2k 
n 
n <Co Subjectto ^=^^ ' n  (2.4.2) 
1<«<A^ 
\<k < n 
Defining - = ^ 2 and - = ^^1-
n n 
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(2.4.3) 
The above problem may then be restated as 
Minimize 
Subject to 
VQ=W2XI+W^X2 
Xi X2 
(2.4.4) 
(2.4.5) 
X2 < X, < 1 
X\, X2 ^ 0 
(2.4.6) 
(2.4.7) 
As the objective function and the constraints are separable in x,-, we 
can use separable programming technique. The problem can be stated as 
Minimize 
Subject to 
i=\ 
2 
/=1 
1 
<X2 < 1 
A^  
X2 ^ xi < 1 
Xi,X2 >0 
Where / i (xj) = ^^2x1; / 2 (x2) = ^1x2 
gi(^i) = — and g2U2) = — 
(2.4.8) 
(2.4.9) 
(2.4.10) 
(2.4.11) 
xi X2 
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2.5 Approximate Solution Using Separable Programming 
If the non-linear functions occurring in the separable non-linear 
program are well behaved then they can be approximated by piecewise 
linear functions and the given nonlinear programming problem can be 
approximated by linear programming problem that can be solved by 
simplex method. 
Denote a set L =(1,2, , n). For each / eZ,, let the feasible range of 
the variable x,- be given by the interval [a,-, Z>,] and let us choose a set of «,-
grid points a,y(r=1,2, ,«,) such that 
«/ =a/i <«/2 < <^/n, =*/• 
It should be noted that, it is not necessary to use the equally spaced 
grid points and that varying grid lengths can be used for different variables. 
Every point Xj in the grid interval [a,y, a/^+i]can be uniquely expressed as 
Xi = Xir air +Xi^r+\%r+\ (2.5.1) 
where (>^/r+'^/,r+i)=l (-^ /r ^0, A,-,.+i >0) 
Let /i/(x/) be a nonlinear function of x/, / e l . A linear approximation for 
hj {xj), i eZ, in the grid interval [a,>, a/^^+i] is given by 
k {xi) = Xir hi (oir) +Xi^ r+\ hi (a/, r+\) 
where x,- is given by (2.5.1). 
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In general In the complete interval x,e [«/,6,], the plecewise linear 
approximation 4(jr,) with breaks at the grid points can be expressed as 
^/(^/) = S^r^(«/r) (2.5.2) 
where -«^ /= Z!'i/r<^/r. 2]'^'> = ^ > ^ /> ^^-^''=^'2' >'^ / 
provided for each /, at most two of the adjacent Ajy may be positive. This 
condition ensures that the linear approximation occurs only between the 
adjacent grid points. 
When the functions g,(je,); i&L are approximated by piecewise 
linear functions they will become functions of the grid points (a,,.). 
Although the objective ftinction VQ -W2XX+W\X2 is linear in x^ and X2 for 
applying simplex method to the approximated problem we must also 
express it as a function of grid points (a,y). Thus they are also 
approximated as piecewise linear functions. 
Replacing the functions /J(x,) and g/(jc,) by their piecewise linear 
approximations //(x,) and i/(x,) given by (2.5.2), for /J/(A:,) = / } ( X / ) and 
hiM = Siixi) respectively, an approximating linear program to the 
non-linear separable program given by (2.4.8)-{2.4.11) can be obtained as 
Minimize ^ = J ] Y^^rfii^ir) (2.5.3) 
ieL r=l 
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Subject to Y. Yj^rSi(<air)<CQ (2.5.4) 
ieL r=\ 
Z A > = 1 (2.5.5) 
A,,. >0, r=l,2, ,n.;ieL (2.5.6) 
with the restriction that for each ieL, no more than two adjacent /l,y can 
be positive, that is if Xj^ is positive then only \r+\ o"" \r-\ can be 
positive for r=l ,2, ,« . . The approximated program (2.5.3)-(2.5.6) is 
a linear programming problem that can be solved by the revised simplex 
method using the restricted basis entry rule (see Hadley (1970), Bazara 
et al. (1977) and Kamboo (1984)). 
The optimal values A V (^=1,2, ,n.) obtained by solving the 
problem (2.5.3)-(2.5.6) yields an approximate optimal solution Xj to the 
original problem (2.4.8)-(2.4.11) 
where jc,-= ^ /J^^ a,y, ieL. 
2.6 Numerical Illustration 
The data is same as given in the numerical example in section 2.3. 
Using the data, the separable programming problem (2.4.8)-(2.4.11) takes 
the form 
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Minimize 
Subject to 
^0 =0.7x1+0.3x2 
7 3 
— + — <600 
^1 ^2 
X2 <xi < 1 
1 
N 
< X2 <1 
Xi,X2>0 
or the above problem can be written as 
Minimize 
Subject to 
FQ =0.7x1+0.3x2 
0.0116 0.005 , 
+ < 1 
xi X2 
X2 < x i < 1 
0.005 < X2 <1 
xi,X2 >0 
(2.6.1) 
(a) 1 
(c) 
id) 
' (2.6.2) 
It Is clear from the constraint ((2.6.2)-b) that xi>0.0116 and 
X2 > 0.005. Let us take xi > 0.012 and X2 > 0.006 which implies that the 
ranges of the variables are 
0.012 < xi <0.9 and 0.006 < X2 < 0.011 
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Let the grid points be 
a,, =0 .012,^ ,2=0.2 , ^13=0.5, 0,4 =0.7, a i 5 = 0 . 9 . 
0-21 =0.006, 022=0-008, 023=0-01 and 024=0-011 
The piecewise linear approximation to the functions /|(x|)=0.7x] , 
^ / ^ «o / N 0.0116 . , , 0.005 , ,, 
/2(x2)=0.3x2, g i (x , )= and g2{x2)= are a s follows: 
^1 ^2 
/ , (A:, ) = 0.0084 ;i , ,+0.14 i , 2+0.35 A, 3+0.49 A, 4+0.63 A, 5 
/2(^2) = 0-0018^21 +0.0024.^2 +O.OO3A23 +0.0033^24 
gl (x, ) = 0.966 An + 0.058 A, 2 + 0.0232 Ai 3+0.0165 Aj 4+0.0129^15 
g2(^2) = 0-833^21 +0.625/122 +0.5^23 +0.4545^24 
Thus the approximated linear program is 
Minimize f\ix]) + f2(x2) 
Subject to gi(j^i) + g2(^2) ^ ^ 
Ai^>0 
(a) 
ib) 
A| I + A|2 + A13 + A]4 + Aj5 =1 (c) 
A21 + A22 + A23 + /I24 = 1 {d) 
(e) 
(2.6.3) 
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Introducing the slack variable X3>0 and the artificial variables 
X4, X5 >0, the above problem can be written in standard form of a linear 
programming problem (LPP) as 
Minimize f\ {x\) + /2 (^2)+^^3 + ^ 4 + ^5 (^) 
Subject to i i ( ^ l ) + i 2 (^2 ) + ^ 3=l (^) 
All+^12+^13+^14+/I15+X4 =1 (^) l" (2-6.4) 
Al;. > 0 1 
where M is an unspecified positive large number. 
The following are the simplex tableaus of the revised simplex method. 
Using the format 
{d) 
(e) 
XB 
w 
B-^  
CeB-^ b 
B-''b=b 
where W=CBB'^ and other symbols have their usual meaning regarding a 
linear programming problem. 
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Iteration 1: 
Table 2.6.1 
^3 
^5 
0 
1 
0 
0 
M 
0 
1 
0 
M 
0 
0 
1 
2M 
1 
1 
1 
We have 
D(1) _ 
(^11) ~ 
ro.966' 
1 
0 
p(2) _ 
' (A12) 
0.058 
1 
0 
p(3) _ 
"0.0232' 
1 
0 
p(4) _ 
• ( ^ 1 4 ) ~ 
'0.0165' 
1 
0 
p(5) _ 
(-^ 15) " 
"0.0129" 
1 
0 
p(6) _ 
• ( ^ 2 i ) ~ 
'0.833' 
0 
1 
p(7) _ 
"0.625' 
0 
1 
p(8) _ 
"0.5' 
0 
1 
p(9) _ 
(-124) 
"0.4545" 
0 
1 
pOO) _ 
"f 
0 
0 
p ( H ) _ 
• (^4) " 
"0^ 
1 
0 
p(12) _ 
"0" 
0 
I 
where, P^P\ J = 1,2, ,12 denote the j"^ column of the coefficient matrix A 
of the approximated linear programming problem consisting of the 
coefficients of the variable in the subscript (). 
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>(y) The Zj-Cj=viP^j/.-Cj, / = 1,2; r i = l , 4,5, r 2 = l , 4 and y = l,2,..,12, 
that is, for the present nonbasic variables Xj^. are: 
(^-^ 13) - ^ ( % ) = ^ - 0 . 3 5 , z(^,^) -C(^,^) = A/ -0 .49 , 
^(>l.5)-^(^.5)=^-0-63.-(A2,)-^(A2,) = ^ - 0 - 0 0 1 8 , 
(^^ 22) - (^^ 22) = ^  - 0-0024. Z(^3) -C(^ 23) = ^  " O-^ O^  . 
^(^4)-^(^24) =^-0-0033. 
Since most positive zj - cj is Z(;i2i) ~ ^ (Aji) = -^ " ^-^^ ^  ^  • *^ ® 
corresponding variable Z^ enters the basis. 
F o r ; = 6 , y(6)= B"^ /><?,> = (-Iji) 
"1 0 0' 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
"0.833' 
0 
1 
= 
'0.833' 
0 
1 
Inserting the vector ^(/^2l)"^(^2l) 
y(6) 
M-0 .0018 
0.833 
0 
1 
to the right of the table 2.6.1 we get 
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s-1 (B ) Basis Inverse b h] Ratio 
^3 
X4 
^5 
0 
1 
0 
0 
M 
0 
I 
0 
M 
0 
0 
1 
2M 
1 
1 
1 
M-0.0018 
0.833 
o 
'0.833 
Pivot at 736 = 1 we get the next table as 
Table 2.6.2 
^3 
X4 
I 21 
(B ) Basis Inverse 
0 
1 
0 
0 
M 
0 
1 
0 
0.0018 
-0.833 
0 
1 
Af + 0.0018 
0.167 
1 
1 
Iteration 2: 
w=(0,M, 0.0018) 
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^(A,5) -^(A,5) =^-0.63,Z(; i2,) -C(;i2l) = ^ ' % 2 ) "^^22) =-0-0006 
^(^23) - ^ ( % ) =-0-0012. Z(;i^ )^ -C(;i^^) =-0.0015 . 
^(X5)-^(X5)=-A^ + 0.0018. 
Since most positive zy -cyis Z(^  ) -C(;i||) =Af-0.0084, the corresponding 
variable A,] ] enters the basis and 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
-0.833' 
0 
1 
0.966' 
1 
0 
= 
'0.966' 
1 
0 
Inserting the vector 
y(i) 
M-0.0084 
0.966 
1 
0 
to the right of the table 2.6.2 we get 
>-i (B ) Basis Inverse Ml Ratio 
^3 
X4 
"k] 
0 
1 
0 
0 
M 
0 
1 
0 
0.0018 
-0.833 
0 
1 
M + 0.0018 
0.167 
1 
1 
M-0.0084 
0.966 0.167/ 
"^ 0.966 
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Pivot at yii= 0.966 we get the next table as 
hi 
Table 2.6.3 
(B ) Basis Inverse 
0.0087 
-1.035 IM 
1.0351 
-1.0351 
0 
M 
0 
1 
0 
-0.0054 
+ 0.8623M 
-0.8623 
0.8623 
1 
0.0032 
+ 0.8272M 
0.1728 
0.8272 
1 
Iteration 3: 
Here w= (0.0087-1.035IM, M, - 0.0054+ 0.8623M) 
H^2) -^(.1,2) =~0-1394 + 0.94A/ ,2(;i^ 3) -C(^3) =-0.3497M + 0.9759M , 
MA) -""(AA) -~0A898+0.9829M,z^;i^^^ -cr^^^) =-0.6298 + 0.9S66M, 
Hhi) -^(A22) =-0.0024 + 0.2153M,2(^23) -^(^23) ="0.004+ 0.3447M. 
^a24)-^(^4)=-^-0047 + 0.3918M. 
Since most positive Zj-Cj is Z(;ijj)-C(;^j) =-0.6298+ 0.9866A/, 
therefore according to the usual simplex criteria Xy^ should enter the basis 
and X4 should leave the basis as the ratio ' ^ = 2:«?Z2 = o W 
y2s 0.9866 
IS 
; 
minimum. But according to the restricted basis entry rule the two 
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non-zero /Lj^  must have adjacent subscript r. Hence A]5 cannot enter the 
basis. The next most positive Zj -Cj corresponds to A,^^, but it also cannot 
enter the basis for the same reason. Finally A\2 enters the basis and 
n2,= B-V/« ,= 
1.0351 0 -0.8623 
-1.0351 1 0.8623 
0 0 1 
0.058 
1 
0 
= 
0.06 
0.94 
0 
Inserting the vector 
y(2) 
-0.1394 + 0.94A/ 
0.06 
0.94 
0 
to the right of the table 2.6.3, we get 
(B"^ ) Basis Inverse Ha Ratio 
m 
X4 
h] 
0.0087 
-1.0351M 
1.0351 
-1.0351 
0 
M 
0 
1 
0 
-0.0054 
+ 0.8623M 
-0.8623 
0.8623 
1 
0.0032 
+ 0.8272A/ 
0.1728 
0.8272 
1 
-0.1394 
+ 0.94M 
0.06 
0.94 
0 
0.1728/ 
'0.06 
0.8272/ 
'0.94 
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Pivoting at y22 = 0.94 we get the next table as 
Table 2.6.4 
(B ) Basis Inverse 
z 
/In 
^\2 
hi 
-0.1448 
1.1012 
-1.1012 
0 
0.1482 
-0.0638 
1.0638 
0 
0.1224 
-0.9173 
0.9173 
1 
0.1259 
0.12 
0.88 
1 
Iteration 4: 
Here, w= (-0.1448, 0.1482, 0.1224) 
HM3) -^(^1.3) =-0-2051.z^,) -C(^,4) =-0.3441.z(;i,3) -C(;i,5) =-0.4836. 
%2)-^(^2)=0-0295, Z(^3)-C(^3) =0.047, Z(^24)-^(^4)=0-0"3. 
Most positive zj-cj is Z(A24)~^(A24)= 0.0533, hence /I24 will enter the 
basis and 
yi^r-B-^'Z-
1.1012 -0.0638 -0.9173 
1.1012 1.0638 0.9173 
0 0 1 
'0.4545' 
0 
1 
= 
'-0.4168' 
0.4168 
1 
Inserting the vector H^24)-^(^24) 
y(9) 
0.0533 
-0.4168 
0.4168 
1 
to the right of the table 2.6.4 we get 
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(B ) Basis Inverse 1-24 Ratio 
z 
M] 
M2 
h\ 
-0.1448 
1.1012 
-1.1012 
0 
0.1482 
-0.0638 
1.0638 
0 
0.1224 
-0.9173 
0.9173 
1 
0.1259 
0.12 
0.88 
1 
0.0533 
-0.4168 
0.4168 0.88/ 
'^ 0.4168 
Pivoting at 739 = 1 we get the next table 
Table 2.6.5 
z 
All 
Ml 
h4 
»-1 (B ) Basis Inverse 
-0.1448 
1.1012 
-1.1012 
0 
0.1482 
-0.0638 
1.0638 
0 
0.0691 
-0.5005 
0.5005 
1 
0.0726 
0.5368 
0.4632 
1 
Iteration 5: 
Here, w= (-0.1448,0.1482,0.0691) 
H^n) -^a.3) =-0-2051.-(AH) -C(;i,,) =-0.3441. 
^(^15)-^(^15) =-0-4836.-(^,)-C(^,) =-0.0533, 
Hh2) -Hhi) =-0-«238. Z(^3) -C(^3) =-0.0063 
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Since the Zj-Cj<0 for all the variables, we stop, the basic feasible 
solution of the foregoing tableau is optimal that is 
All =0.5368, >li2 =0.4632. Ai3=0, >li4=0, A,5=0. >l2i=0. /l22=0, 
7^ 23 = 0 3nd /I24 = 1. 
5 
Thus xi = 2]^lr'^lr ~^l I'^ l I '^^\2^\i ~ 0.099, 
4 
^2 = J^^lrhr =«24^24 =0.011 
r=l 
Therefore, « = — = 91 
^2 
and - = ^  = 0.111 or A: = — ^ = 9.009 
k X, 0.111 
The resulting minimum variance is V(Y) = 0.0726. 
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CHAPTER III 
STRATIFIED SAMPLING IN PRESENCE OF 
NON-RESPONSE 
3.1 Introduction 
The sample surveys, irrespective of their size and method of 
collecting the sample data, usually suffer from the problem of 
non-response. This problem of non-response is more prevalent in mail 
surveys. Most practicing statisticians or data analysts recognize 
non-response as an important measure of quality of data since it affects 
the estimates by introducing both a possible bias and an increase in the 
sampling variance. Several methods have been developed for recovering 
information from the non-respondents. 
In case of stratified sampling the allocation problem in presence of 
non-response was considered by Khare (1987). Further improvement in 
the estimation of population mean in presence of non-response has been 
made using auxiliary information. Several authors such as Rao (1987, 
1990), Ige and Tripathi (1987), Tripathi and Bahl (1991), Okafor (1994), 
Khare and Srivastava (1993, 1997, 2000), Najmussehar and Abdul Bari 
(2002) proposed various estimation procedures for the estimation of 
population mean of the study variable in presence of non-response using 
auxiliary information, when the population mean of the auxiliary variable is 
known or unknown. McCallin (1992) use the sequential quadratic 
programming for the sample allocation problem in stratified sampling in 
presence of non-response. Ganie (2002) has considered the problem of 
sample allocation in multivariate sampling in the presence of partial 
non-response. 
Rao and Ramachandran (1974) and Cochran (1977), has discussed 
the separate and combined ratio estimators for the population total when 
there is total response on both the auxiliary as well as the main variables. 
In this direction some separate ratio-regression and combined ratio-
regression estimators and the estimation of their variances have been 
proposed by Wu (1985), Sekkapan and Thompson (1994), Saxena et al. 
(1995) and Rao and Shao (1996), when the population mean of the 
auxiliary variables is known or unknown in case of total response. 
In this chapter, the stratified, separate ratio and combined ratio 
estimators for the population mean are proposed and discussed in 
presence of non-response and the variances for these estimators are 
obtained. Using Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) approach of sub-sampling the 
non-respondents, the sample sizes M ;^ I = 1,2,...,L of the first stratified 
sample and the optimum sub-sampling fraction among the 
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non-respondents is obtained. The efficiencies of these three estimators are 
also compared. 
3.2 Stratified Sampling with Non-response 
Consider a population of size N divided into L strata, with A^,- units in 
the /'^stratum. Let (yij,Xij) (/ = 1,2, ,LJ = \,2, ,A^/) be the values of 
the study variable y and the auxiliary variable x for the j '^  unit in the 
i^^ stratum. Each stratum is supposed to be divided into two classes, 
namely response class of those who respond at the first attempt and 
non-response class of those who do not. Due to non-response bias creeps 
in in the estimators. 
Suppose a sample of n,- units is drawn without replacement from the 
i^ stratum; i-l,2, ,L. Let at the first attempt «/i units respond and «/2 
units do not respond from the i^ stratum, where n,- =«/i +«/2- After the 
first attempt is made a random sub-sample of size /w,- = " ' 2 / units is 
drawn from the A7/2 non-respondents, where kj >1 and j/ is the 
sub-sampling fraction among the non-respondents for the / * stratum. 
Here we consider that by intensive efforts the data are later obtained for 
every unit of this selected sub-sample of w, non-respondents. 
Let, Wi=^-; i = 1,2, ,L be the stratum weight of the / '^  stratum. 
A'' 
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It is assumed that the non-response occurs on both the auxiliary 
variable x and the study variable ;;. For estimating the overall population 
mean Y of the study variable, the following estimators are considered. 
/-I 
(Stratified expansion estimator) (3.2.1) 
i=\ Xf 
(Separate ratio estimator) (3.2.2) 
RRC) 
( L > 
x = 
(-*\ 
Vst 
_* 
\Xst J 
X (Combined ratio estimator) (3.2.3) 
where x* and y* are the unbiased estimators of the stratum mean X^ and 
Yf in the / * stratum respectively, and are given by 
u* = w,i Uix + Wj2 Umi2 ; u = x, y; i = 1,2, ,L. 
Wji = - ^ and w/2 = - ^ are the sample proportions in the i ^^ stratum for 
rii ni 
respondent and non-respondent classes. 
. th 
u/i is the mean of n,] units from the response class in the i stratum for 
the variable u = x,y. 
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"m/2 's the mean of w,- sub-sampled units from the non-response class for 
the variable u = x,y on which data are available at the second attempt in 
the / *^  stratum. 
Theorem 3.2.1: The estimator ygt = X^-^/* '^ ^" unbiased estimator of the 
population mean Y with its variance given by 
1 1 U ,^/2(^/-0-^^/2 
= 1^/ 
i=\ 
\sli-Wi2Sli2) + kiWi2Sli2 S^i (3.2.4) 
where. 
2 1 ^ Z!(^y ~^^^ '^ **^® stratum variance of Yi in the / '^  stratum 
1 ^ ' 2 
5* /^2= 2](yy-^•2)^'s the stratum variance of Yj among the 
/2 y=l 
non-respondents in the / ^^ stratum, 
and Wfi, JVi2 are the proportions of / '^  stratum falling in respondent and 
non-respondent classes respectively. 
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Proof: Since the sampling is done in two phases. Let E] and Fj denote 
expectation and variance conditional on {«/}, {n/2} and let £2 ^"^ ^2 
denote expectation and variance conditional on {«/2} • 
Then, Eiy;,) = f^WiE{y;) 
i=l 
(3.2.5) 
^(y;) = 4^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K2,«/ 
= £1 E, Inn^ni^Eli'^^^^^l^n^ni^ 
) \ "/ y 
= £, ^«n>'/i^ 
V "/ y 
+ £1 
where, J^j, }^ 2 3''® the stratum means of the respondents and 
non-respondents in the / *^  stratum. 
Using the value of E(y*) in (3.2.5) we get 
Eiyst) = 'Z^iYi=Y 
and V(y;,) = V 
f L ^ 
ILWiyl 
yi=\ ) 
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Since the sampling is independent in different strata, so the covariance 
term vanishes. 
Now, V(y* ) = V^[E2 (y;)] + £, [^ 2 {y*)] 
= V^(yi) + E^[V2{ynni2,ni)] 
J 1_ N Syi + Ex r ^ii - I 
ymilVil 
J 1_ \ Syi + £] 4 ^liymiiki) 
J i_ Syi + El n h^ 1 1 L2 
m; n,- ' -^  
nf V'"/ "i2 
J 1_ 
rii Ni 
Syi + El YKKi-i)Syi2 
n,-
1^ M^.fci)^, 
«/ Ni rii •^ ;^ /2 V«/ J 
v(yi) = J i_ 
ni Ni 
o2 , ^ , -2(^/-I )o2 
•^ y/ + o^/2 (3.2.6) 
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Hence, V(y;,) = Y,Wi'V(y!) 
1=1 
V^i 
/=i 
^1 \\2 ^Wgi^ki-DS'ya 
I"/ ^i 'yi n 
iSyi-Wi.yyl2) + ^i2kiSyi2 Sji 
Theorem 3.2.2: In case of large sample sizes «/ in all strata the variance 
L - * 
of the separate ratio estimator Y(^Rs)=Yj^iz^^i ^ *he first order of 
approximation is given by 
(Syi + Rj Sxi - IRjSxyi) 
^ / 2 ( ^ / - l ) . c 2 .z ,2c2 
+ 
n; 
(Syi2 + Ri 5^12 - 2RiSy.yi2) 
or, V{Y^^^) = Y.Wf 
i=\ 
J 1_ ^2 , ^ /2 (^ / - l ) c :2 (3.2.7) 
where. ^^,-4 
(i?^)i ~ "^ .K' "*" i ^xi ~ ^^i^yxi 
^(Rs)i2 ~ ^yi2 "^  ^i ^xi2 ~ ^^i^yxil 
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Syi,Sxi are the stratum variances in the i^ stratunn for the variables y and 
;c. Syj2,Sxi2 are the stratum variances among the non-respondents in the 
i"^  stratum for the variables y and x respectively. S^yi is the stratum 
covariance and S^yij is the stratum covariance among the 
non-respondents in the i^ stratum. 
Proof: We have. /(;?,) = X ^ / Z7^/ = Z ^ - ^ * ^ / 
fL 
nY^Rs))=y 
= Y^W^X}V{R';) (3.2.8) 
/=1 
Since the sampling is independent in different strata, the covariance term 
vanishes. 
V{R*) = EiR*-Rif 
-* Y -* 
Rl - ^/ = Z7- Ri; where. /?,- = - ^ and R* = ^ 
Xj ^i Xj 
Xf 
- * D - * 
Xj yi. j "T y \ ; 
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(y!-RiXi) 
X; 
T? \ 
Expanding by Taylor's series, we get 
1 f—* n — * > 
-^iyi-RjX-) 
Retaining the terms to the first order of approximation only, we have 
(/?;-i?,)=^(j7;-7?,x;) 
Squaring and taking expectation on both sides we have 
E{R*-Rif=4:-E{y*-RiX*)^ 
V{Ri) = -^Eiy; -Rix* + RiXi -y,]^ 
^ •E[iy*-Yi)-Ri{x*-Xi)f 
Xf 
= -^[E{y; -Yi)^+ RJEix* -Xi)^-2RiE(y* - Y^)ix* -X^)] 
X? 
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Xt 
(3.2.9) 
From (3.2.6) we have, 
r 
V{yD = 1 1 
I"/ ^i 
2 , ^ / 2 ( ^ / - l ) c 2 
s;i + 
" / 
Syil (3.2.10) 
Similarly, F(x*) = f J 1_ 2 . ^ / 2 ( ^ / - l ) c 2 Sxi + 
«/ 
A:/2 (3.2.11) 
And Cov(y* ,x*) = Cov[E2 {y* k-2,«/), ^ 2 C^ /* h/2»«/)] + ^ 1 [Cov(j);*, x* k-2,«/)] 
Cov{y* ,x*) = Cov{yi, x,-) + £i [Cov(w,-2 Jm/2, ^,2 x ,^-21«/2)] 
V ^2(J^/*K-2'«/•) = >'/ and E2{x*\ni2,ni) = Xi 
Cov{y*,Xi) = 1 ±^ 
«/ AT, 
'S'jvx/ + ^1 • 2 r i 1 Wj2 \^ m,- «/2 •^ >a/2 
Syxi + El 
—(/:,• -1)^-^/2 
'I J 
Cov{yj ,Xi ) = J 1_ 
\ 
. , ^ - 2 ( ^ / - l ) o 
_)/x/2 (3.2.12) 
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Using (3.2.10), (3.2.11) and (3.2.12) in (3.2.9) we g ^ ' 
{Syi + /?,- S^i - 2RjSyxi) 
(^<)=4 
^ / 
C2 , ^ - 2 ( ^ / - l ) o 2 (3.2.13) 
Using (3.2.13) in (3.2.8) we have 
J 1_ 2 , ^ / 2 ( ^ / - 0 e 2 
•^(/S.)/ + \Rs)i2 
or, ^(}^(/?.)) = Z^-^ 
z=l 
(^(/2s)/ " ^'2^{Rs)n^ "^  ^'2^i^{Rs)i2 ^iRs)i 
rti Ni 
Here we have assumed that /?,] = ^ and /?,-2 =-^:^ should not differ too 
^i\ ^i2 
much from each other. 
Theorem 3.2,3: In case of large sample sizes n/ in all strata the variance 
fst V of the combined ratio estimator Y(j^c)=~-^ *o *^ ® "^"^ ^ o''^ ®'' °^ 
^5 / 
approximation is given by 
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/-I 
J i_ ^ ,2o2 {Syi+R Sxi-2RSyxi) yxij 
+ —^ '- {Syi2 + R Sxi2 - '^RSyxil) 
= 1 ^ / ' 
/=1 
J 1_ \ \^2 , ^ / 2 ( ^ / - 0 o 2 (3.2.14) 
where. 
X 
{Rc)i ~ y' "^  ^ "^ J^ ' ~ ^^yxi 
^{Rc)il ~ ^yi2 + •'^  ^xi2 ~ ^^yxil 
Proof: We have Y(^RC) = ^X = R*X where R* =^ 
_* 
^ 5 / 
n/?c) -Y=^X~Y = ^X-RX 
_* 
^ ( ^ c ) - ^ = 
5/ 
yst-R^st 
V -^sA y 
_ • 
St 
Xiy*t-Rx*t) 
X + x*t-X 
^ X(y*t-Rx*t) 
X 1 ^Kt ~ X 1+ •*' 
V 
X 
y 
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f7 /•—* n—* 
^iRc)-Y -iysf-^st) 
-1 
X 
Expanding by Taylor's series, we get 
Xrt — X 
— * r. — * (yiRc)-y)=(ys,-Rx;,) 1 ^st X • + . 
_* (yiRc)-y)=(yst-Rx;t) (yst-^^si) ^x:.-x^ ^st X 
Retaining the terms to the first order of approximation only, we have. 
—* (y{Rc)-y)=i.yst-Rx;,) 
Squaring and taking expectation on both sides we have 
let us define a variate z^ = jVy - R xy; 
_* Hence, it can be shown that z = y-Rx, z^t =ysf-Rxsf, Zi =Yi-RXj, 
Z = Y-RX = 0 and Z/2 = >^2 --^^/2 
E(r^j^,^-Yf=E(z;,-zf 
Now, F(f(;j,)) = r ( 4 ) 
_* = vdE2{z;,)]+EdV2(z;,)] 
= F,(z,,) + £, 
L ( 
\_i=\ \ 
n ^zil 
Hi J 
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f^(^(/?c))=E^' 
/-I 
{Hi Nj 
^ - L tr/2, si.^mkzn,, 
J /rrl " / 
-h^A'-l\si^i'^i^^^^^^^i. 
/=] V "/ ^z /=1 
where, 
V ^2 o2 , D 2 C 2 
^.-i;t; 
•^z/^ = 
1 ^'2 
^ / 2 - l y = , 
/=1 
. « / ^Z 
(•S'j/ + R Sxi - IRSyxi) 
Wi2{ki-\),^2 , „2e2 
n,-
(5'_ j^2 + R ^xi2 - ^R^yxil) 
= I«^/ 
/=1 
. 2 , ^ • 2 ( ^ / - l ) o 2 
«; 
or. V{\^,^) = YW( 
/=l 
('^(/Jc)/ ~ ^i2^(Rc)i2 ) + ^i2^i^(Rc)i2 ^iRc)i 
rii N; 
3.3 Optimum Allocation 
Consider total cost of the survey as 
L L L 
/=1 /-I i=\ 
where, 
th CJO = Per unit cost of making first attempt in the / stratum. 
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Cji = Per unit cost of measuring and processing the results for «,] 
units of response class in the /"^  stratum. 
c,2 = Per unit cost of measuring and processing the results for w, 
units of non-response class in the i^ stratum. 
Since the values of n^ and /7/2 are not known until the first attempt is 
made, the expected cost is used in the survey. The expected values of «,-, 
and mi are njWn and w,- '^ 
Thus the expected cost is given by 
c-=£(c)=i c,o«,+i c,,«, w,,+i "-^^ 
i=l i=\ i=\ 
the proposed estimators i.e. y*t, J(/ts) and Yrj^^x may be worked out by 
C*=t[^iO+cnWi,+Sl2^\. (3.3.1) 
The optimum values of kj and the optimum sizes of the first sample «,• for 
^(Rs) Snci Yf^jic) 
minimizing their respective variances V{y*() given by (3.2.4), V(Y(^RS)) 
given by (3.2.7) and f^(F(^c)) O'ven by (3.2.14) for a fixed cost CQ . 
In this section the optimum allocations are worked out for these 
three estimation procedures. 
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3.3.1 Optimum Allocation for Stratified Estimator 
To obtain the optimum values of «/ and kf that minimize the 
variance of j ' * , given by (3.2.4) for fixed cost CQ the Lagrangian multiplier 
technique may be used. Define the Lagrangian function (p{ni,kj,X) as 
i=\ 
^1 n^2 ^2(^/-o-y^2 
{rij Nj n, 
+ Z 
Kj M 
rij-CQ 
where X is the Lagrange's multiplier 
Differentiating ^ with respect to ki partially and equating - ^ to zero, we 
ok; 
get 
d(l> ^ wlWgSJa 
dkj rij 
+ X = 0 
Which gives 
n^.2i.2r.2 
2 ''''i 1^1 '^yil 
Hi = 
Acr, 
i = l,2 ,L (3.3.2) 
or, rii = / = 1,2 ,L (3.3.3) 
Differentiating <f) with respect to «,• partially and equating —^ to zero, we 
drii 
get 
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'2r/o2 d(l> _ wt[{S'yi - Wi2S^ya)+kiWgS^a] 
5«,- n} + x c/o + cnW'/i + 
= 0 
Which gives on simplification 
n 
2 _ WhiSli -Wi2Sli2) + kiWi2Sl2\ 
^/0+C/l^/l + 
(3.3.4) 
(3.3.2) and (3.3.4) implies that 
ki = 
\ciliSli-Wi2Sli2) 
Slili^CiQ+CixWix) 
/ = 1,2 ,L (3.3.5) 
Finally differentiating (/> with respect to X and equating — to zero, we get 
5/1 
5 < ^ _ ^ „ L , . u. ,^/2^/2 
aA /=i 
= Z " / ^/0+c:/i^-i+-
Z^ 
•Cn=0 
or, Co = 2 : C/0+^/l^l+^]«, (3.3.6) 
Solving (3.3.3) and (3.3.6) for X we get 
Cn 
71 | , 
^/0+C/i^l+-
c/2^-2l^-^''^;'/2 
,^-I y 
(3.3.7) 
Substituting the value of -y= from (3.3.7) in (3.3.3) we get 
VA 
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"'=Tr 
ColVikiSyi2/^|Ci2 
S 
/=1 
^/0+C/l^-I + 
Cfj^il^^i^i^yil 
1 = 1,2 ,L (3.3.8) 
k.-I J 
where /:/ is given by (3.3.5) 
3.3.2 Optimum Allocation for Separate Ratio Estimator 
As in the previous case to work out the optimum values of «,• and A:,-
that minimize the variance of the separate ratio estimator Y{j(s) 9'ven by 
(3.2.7) for fixed cost CQ , the Lagrangian function \i/{n^, ki,A.) is defined as 
J 1_ \ 
tti 
+ /1 
Kj J 
where A is Lagrangian multiplier 
Differentiating y/ with respect to k: partially and equating — to zero, we 
dkj 
get 
dv^ WtWiiSl^^a 
dki 
+ X 
^i 
= 0 
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Which gives 2 _ ' ' '^(fo)/2 "/ = Ac,-2 / = 1,2 ,L (3.3.9) 
or. «/ = / = 1,2 ,Z, (3.3.10) 
Differentiating ^ with respect to «/ partially and equating ~ to zero, we 
orij 
get 
drij 
whisl^.-^iislmi^'^^i^ii^lmi^ ' 
• + 2 
n; 
CiO+Ci\Wix + 
Which gives on simplification 
"i = 
^hisli^)rWi2sli^y2)^m2sl^^,^] 
<^/0+C/l«^l + ^/2^/2 
ki 
(3.3.11) 
(3.3.9) and (3.3.11) implies that 
'"i 
^i2(^iRs)i ^i^^{Rs)i2^ 
V ) / 2 ( ^ ' 0 + ^ ' l ^ / l ) 
i = \,2 ,L (3.3.12) 
Finally differentiating y/ with respect to X and equating ~ to zero, we 
dX 
get 
dy/ ^ 
ex ^ ' C/o+'^/l^/l + 
<^/2^-2 C n = 0 
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or. Co-Y^Uo+caWn + '-^y 
Solving (3.3.10) and (3.3.13) for A we get 
(3.3.13) 
Co 
/-I 
Cio+cn^i\ + 
Ci2fVi2Wif'iS(Rs)i2 
(3.3.14) 
Kj J 
Substituting the value of - = from (3.3.14) in (3.3.10) we get 
"'=T7 
CoWikiS(^j^^i2/^Ci2 
QO+C/l^/l + ^ikiS{Rs)i2 
; i = l2 ,L (3.3.15) 
where kj is given by (3.3.12) 
and 5(/js)/ - ^Syi + Rj S^i - IRiSy^i ; S^j^^yi = -^^yil + ^/ ^xil - '^^i^yxil 
3.3.3 Optimum Allocation for Combined Ratio Estimator 
To work out the optimum values of «, and k, that minimize the 
variance of the combined ratio estimator l^ ^^ ,) given by (3.2.14) for fixed 
cost CQ, the Lagrangian function ^(«/, ki,X) is defined as 
64 
/=1 
1^ P 
[rii Nj 
,2 ^i2iki-l)S^j,,y2 
n,-
+ A 
Differentiating ^ with respect to kj partially and equating — to zero, we 
dkj 
get 
2rr/ o2 
84 _ ^i ^/2'^(/?c)/2 
dkj +A «; 
= 0 
Which gives 
H^2i.2o2 
2 "^ z '^ / '^(/ec)/^ 
«/ = W. 
/ = 1,2 ,1 (3.3.16) 
or. Hi = 
^i^iS{Rc)i2 
V ^ 
/ = 1,2 ,1 (3.3.17) 
Differentiating ^ with respect to «,• partially and equating — to zero, we 
drij 
get 
64 ^.'[('^5?c)/-«^-24c)i2) + ^ /^ /255,,),.2] / 
dfij 
rti 
= 0 
Which gives on simplification 
2 _ ^ ' [ ( ^ c ) / - ^ / 24c ) /2 ) ^ ^ / ^24 , ) , 2 ] 
«/ = 
A <^/o+C/i^n + ^/2^/2 
(3.3.18) 
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(3.3.16) and (3.3.18) implies that 
^ _ l^ /2(-y(^ /?c)/-^ /2-^ (^ /;c)/2) i = l,2 ,L (3.3.19) 
Finally differentiating ^ with respect to X and equating — to zero, we get 
5/1 
a# ^ 
Si = I«.-/=I C/0+C/ l^ l + 
•Cn=0 
or C o = X | ^ / o + ^ / i ^ i + ^ ^ 
z, I «; (3.3.20) 
Solving (3.3.17) and (3.3.20) for A we get 
1 Cn 
41 z 
1-1V 
C/0+C/ l^ l + 
Z^ 
(3.3.21) 
Substituting the value of -j= from (3.3.21) in (3.3.17) we get 
"'=T 
CoWikjS(^]ic)i2,\jCi2 
l [ c , o + c , , ( n , + ^ 
/=1 
WikiS(^Rc)il 
; / = 1,2 ,1 (3.3.22) 
where A:,- is given by (3.3.19) 
and S, (Re). i = ^^yi + -'^  ^xi ^^yxi 
^iRc)i2 - -^^yil + ^ ^xi2 - ^^^yxil 
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3.4 Numerical Comparison 
To compare the performance of the three estimators, we use the 
following data. The data used is taken from the census data of Murthy 
(1967), except for the cost of measurement c^ o, c,] and c,2 in various 
strata. For the purpose of analysis both the total area of each village and 
the area cultivated in the village are converted to hectare and grouped into 
three strata with the area of the village as the stratifying variable x and the 
cultivated area as the variable under study y. The objective is to estimate 
the mean area under cultivation. Within each stratum the population was 
supposed to be divided into respondent and non-respondent groups. 
Villages with larger area are considered to belong to the non-respondent 
group. The parameters obtained from the data are: 
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The optimum values of the first sample rij and the optimum values 
of kj thus obtained for the proposed estimators i.e. y*t, Y^jf^) and f/^^) for 
fixed cost CQ =$290 are given in the following table 
Table 3.4.3 
<^/0 
0.1 
0.3 
0.25 
<^/l 
3 
6 
5 
^/2 
6 
10 
8 
for fst 
ki 
2.78 
2.80 
2.23 
"/• 
20 
18 
29 
for F(/ty) 
^; 
3.49 
4.20 
1.11 
«/ 
17 
23 
36 
for ^/?c) 
z^ 
2.97 
4.05 
7.96 
" / • 
17 
22 
36 
Variances of the 
estimators 
F(J7;) = 797.1187 
F(f(;j,)) = 386.5714 
F(F(;j^)) = 410.3652 
3.5 Conclusion 
From the numerical comparisons it is evident that among the three 
estimators discussed in this chapter the separate ratio estimator turns out 
the best estimator of the population mean in the presence of 
non-response. The relative efficiency (R.E.) of the separate ratio estimator 
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as compared to the other two estimators are worked out as follows: 
1/11" 
R.E. of 7(£y) as compared to y^t = ^—^^—^xlOO 
797.1187-386.5714 ,^^ 
xlOO 
386.5714 
410.5473 
xlOO =106.2% 
386.5714 
R.E. of Y(jig) as compared to Yfnc) = — ji. —^xlOO 
nr^Rs)) 
410.3652-386.5714 ,^^ 
= xlOO 
386.5714 
= 6.15% 
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CHAPTER IV 
DOUBLE SAMPLING FOR RATIO ESTIMATOR WITH 
NON-RESPONSE 
4.1 Introduction 
In most of the socio-economic studies, several variables are 
considered simultaneously. For example, while conducting a household 
survey, the investigator may be interested in studying the characters 
such as household size, number of wage earners, per capita income, 
number of illiterate persons etc. For the study of several variables 
generally we assume that responses for all variables are available for 
each unit selected in the sample. But in practice, it is observed that 
information in most cases is not obtained at the first attempt even after 
some callbacks. An estimate obtained from such incomplete data may 
be misleading because of the biased estimator. This is the case of 
non-response and the usual approach to face the non-response is to 
recontact the non-respondents and obtain the information as much as 
possible. The work of Hansen and Hurwitz (1946) are pioneering the 
treatment of non-response. Cochran (1977) proposed the ratio and 
regression estimators of the population mean of the study variable in 
which information on the auxiliary variable is obtained from all the 
sample units, while some sample units failed to supply information on 
the study variable and the population mean of the auxiliary variable is 
known. Further improvement in the estimation procedure for population 
mean in presence of non-response using auxiliary cliaracter was 
suggested by Rao (1986,1987), Ige and Tripathi (1987), Tripathi and 
Bahl (1991), Okafor (1994), Khare and Srivastava (1993,1997,2000) 
Najmussehar and Abdul Bari (2002). 
In this chapter we have considered ratio estimator for population 
mean under double sampling in presence of non-response where 
population mean of auxiliary variable is not known. Using Hansen and 
Hurwitz approach of sub-sampling the non-respondents, the optimum 
values of the first and second phase samples and sub-sampling 
fraction, which minimize the survey cost for specified precision are 
obtained. The performance of the proposed estimator is also compared 
with that of the Hansen and Hurwitz estimator. This chapter is based on 
our paper " Double Sampling for Ratio Estimator with Non-response" 
published in J. Indian Soc. Agricultural Statist. Vol. 58, No3, December 
2004. 
4.2 Sampling Scheme 
Let Yj and Xi (/ = 1,2, ,A )^ denote the study and the auxiliary 
variables respectively. The population of size N is supposed to be 
divided into response group of size A'^ i and non-response group of size 
Nj, such that N = N^+N2. When the two variates are highly correlated 
but the population mean x of the auxiliary variable is 
unknown, we estimate the population mean F of the study variable 
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using the method of double sampling. The extension of Hansen and 
Hurwitz (1946) non-response theory to double sampling is a special 
case of our three phase sampling scheme. The sampling scheme is as 
follows. 
A large first phase sample of size n is selected from A^  units of 
the population with (SRSWOR) i.e. simple random sampling without 
replacement to estimate the population mean X. A smaller sub-sample 
of size n is selected from ri by (SRSWOR) and the variables x and y 
both are measured on it. The ratio estimator of the population mean F 
is>^/? = X where, x is the sample mean from «' units, y and x are 
obtained from the second phase sample when there is no non-response 
in the second phase sample. If however, there is non-response in the 
second phase sample, take a sub-sample from the non-respondents 
and recontact them. 
Let us assume that at the first phase, all the «' units provide 
information on the auxiliary variable x. At the second phase from the 
sample of size «, let «| units supply information on ;; and «2 refuse to 
respond. From the ^2 non-respondents a sub-sample of size m units is 
selected at random and is enumerated by direct interview, where 
m = ^ ; k>l. Here we assume that response is obtained for all the m 
k 
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1 ' " 
units. Here y2,„ =—X^^/ '^ ^^^ sample mean of sub-sample of size m 
'^i=\ 
and X2,n=~^xi is unbiased for the mean X2 = — Z!^' 
/ . I "2 /=, 
1 "' 
j^i = — y >7 is unbiased for the population mean for response group. 
4.3 Double Sampling Ratio Estimator for the Population Mean 
If there is incomplete information on both the auxiliary variable x 
and the study variable y and the population mean X of the auxiliary 
variable is known. Then the ratio estimator proposed by Rao (1986) is 
YR=^X (4.3.1) 
X 
where, x* = wjxj + ^2^2^ ; / = wjJJ, + wi^m (4.3.2) 
are the Hansen-Hunwitz estimators for X and Y, respectively and 
w/ = — ; I = 1,2 
n 
In the present context, when we have incomplete information on 
both the auxiliary variable x and the study variable ;; and the 
population mean X of the auxiliary variable is unknown. 
We define the double sampling ratio estimator as 
yR=^x' = r*x' (4.3.3) 
X 
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1 " 
where, x* and y* are same as (4.3.2) and 3c' =—Yx/ is the mean of 
the auxiliary variable for the first phase sample. 
The ratio estimators are generally biased, but the bias is negligible if the 
sample size is large enough. 
Theorem 4.3.1; The variance of yj^* (for large sample size) to the first 
order of approximation is given by 
K(,/)4l-lkJi-i>|.^^i(^.|, (4.3.4) 
\n NJ ^ \n n J n 
where. 
Sj^ — SY + R Sj^ — zRS^y 
^IR =S2y+R S2x ~ 2RS2xy 
'R' is the population ratio of Y to X. S^ ,Sy are the variances for the 
whole population and S2x,S2y are the population variances for the 
stratum of non-respondents for the variables x and y respectively. S^y 
and S2xy are the covariances for the whole population and the 
population of non-respondents respectively. 
Proof: By substituting y* = f (1 + e); x* = X(\ + e^) and x = X(l + ^ 2) 
. f-Y x*-X . x'-X 
where, e = ^—^—; e\ = —=— and eo = —=r— 
Y X ^ X 
and E{e) = E(ei) = E(e2) = 0 
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Then - • y -, 
X 
yR= Vn^ \^(^ + ^ 2) 
y[(l + e)(l +62)0 + ^ 1)"'] 
= Y[(\ + e + e2+ee2){l + eO-'] 
Expanding (l + ^ i) using Taylor's series, we have 
yjl=Y[{l + e + e2+ee2)(l-ei+ei- )] 
— * iTr 
yR=y[(^ + e + e2 +662 "^1 "^^1 "^1^2 +^1 " )] 
yR-y = Y[(6-e] +62)+ {662 -e^l -^1^2 +^1 ) - ] 
Retaining the terms to the first order of approximation only we have 
_* yR-Y = Y[e-ei+e2] 
Squaring and taking expectation on both sides we have 
E[fR-Yf=Y^E[e-ei+e2f 
yiy*R) = Y^E[e^ +ei +e\ -lee\ +2ee2 -2^1^21 
V{y\)^Y'E 
if -Yf ^{x"- Xf ^{x'-Xf , {f - F) (£* - X) 
y2 j 2 j 2 YX 
^,(f- Y)(x' - X) , (X* - X)(x' - X) 
YX X' 
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, _ • , V{y) J{x) ^V{x') ^CovifX) 
f 2 X' X^ YX 
^ ^Covjy ,x') ^Covjx ,x') 
YX X' 
(4.3.5) 
Now V(x*) = V[E2{E2ix*)}] + E[V2{E^ix*)}] + E[E2{V:i(x*)}] 
Since the sampling is done in three phases. Let £3 and F3 
denote expectation and variance conditional on {«2} and £2>^2 denote 
expectation and variance conditional on {«2}.{«'}• 
(4.3.6) 
Let A= V[E2{E3(x*\n2,n')}] 
V[E2(xn')] 
= nx') 
A=\ 
n' N, 
— * i B= E[V2{E^(rn2,n')}] 
= E[V2(x\n')] 
yn n J 
= E 
n n'J 
11 
C = E[E2{V2(x*\n2ym 
'2i 
2 W2 1_A 
^m n2j 
2 I / 
= E «2 
n 
52A-« 
\ n J 
W2ik-l)^2 U = b2x W.=^ 
n N 
Using the values of A, B, C in (4.3.6) we have 
X ) = \ V(x) 1 
yn' N 
St + (I l \ 2 W2{k-\) 2 7 ^x + ^2x 
\n n ) n 
( 
Similarly, V{y ) = 1_J_ A s]^ [\ \\2 W2{k-\) 2 T P J + ^2y 
and F(x') = [ — - -
CovCy*, X* ) = Cov[£2 {£3 (/1«2'«')},-^2 {^3 (^* |«2'«')}] 
+ £[Cav{£3 {f \n2,«'), £3 (^* h . « ' ) } ] 
+ E[E2{Cov{y*,x*\n2,n')}] 
(4.3.7) 
(4.3.8) 
(4.3.9) 
-* _* Cov(y ,x ) = Cov(y',x') + E[Cov{y,x)] + E ^ a { ^ ^ . . 
f\ n 
n' N 
Sxy +E 
yn n 'xy 
+ E 
W2(k-\) 
n 
^2xy 
,—* _ * > 1 1 W2{k-V) C o v ( r , r ) = | - 1 - - - ^ 15,,-Hl ^ - ^ l 5 , , - f : i ^ ^ 5 2 ; , , (4.3.10) 
Cov{f, x') = Cov[£2 {£3 (>^  h ,« ' )} ,£2{^3 (^ 'h .« ' )}] 
4- £[C^v{£:3 (JJ* |«2, n'), E3 (J'|«2,«')}] 
+ E[E2{Cov(y\x'\n2,n')}] 
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Cov(y*, x') = Cov{y\ x') + E[Cov(y, x')] + 0 
Cov{y*,x') 
Cov{x ,x') = Cov[E2{E2ix \n2,n')},E2{E2{x'\n2,n')}] 
+ E[Cov{E2(x |«2,n),£3(Jc'|«2,«')}] 
-\-E[E2{Cov{x ,x'|/72?«')}] 
Cov{x*, x') = Cov{x', x') + E[Cov(x, x')] + 0 
Covix*,x') = V{x') + 0 + 0 
(4.3.11) 
1_J_ 
n' N s'. 
(4.3.12) 
Substituting (4.3.7), (4.3.8), (4.3.9), (4.3.10), (4.3.11) and (4.3.12) in 
(4.3.5) we get 
viyR) = Y^ 
in 1 \ 
f2[U' N) s^ + 
2^W2{k-\) 2 
— '^2j 5^ + 
.j^lfi-ivji-n 
X^ il«' N) ^  \n n'J N 
2 fi n 
YX ^«' N) '^ ^2 
1_J_ 
n' N) 
Which on simplification gives. 
V{fR) = 
n' NP^ 
a 1^  (iSy + R S^ — 2RS^Y) 
+ (S2y + R S2x ~ 2RS2xy) 
or. \n NJ ^ \n n J n 
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4.4 Optimum Allocation 
We consider the cost function for yj^* as 
C = c'n'+ cn + Cini+C2m (4.4.1) 
where, 
c' =The unit cost associated with the first phase sample of s'lzen'. 
c = The unit cost of the first attempt on y with the second phase 
sample of size n. 
C] = The unit cost for processing the respondent data on y at the 
first attempt of size n\. 
C2 = The unit cost associated with the sub-sample m. 
Since the values of n\ and m are not known until the first attempt 
is made, so the expected cost will be used in planning the survey. The 
expected values of wj and m are W^n and - ^ . 
where Wi=—^ and W2=—^ are the population proportions of 
respondents and non-respondents respectively. 
Thus the expected cost is given by 
E{c)=C* = c'n' + (c + ciWi+^^]n (4.4.2) 
I k J 
To determine the optimum values of it, n and «' that minimize 
the cost of the survey given by (4.4.2) for a fixed variance FQ, the 
Langrange's multiplier technique may be used. 
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Define the function (l){k,n,n,'X) as 
(l>{k,n,n',X) = CUX[V{fR)-VQ\ 
(l>-^c'n' + {c + c^Wx +^^]n + A 
n' N y U n) ^ S^p-K \ n J 
(4.4.3) 
2R-^Q 
where A is Lagrange's multiplier. 
Differentiating <j) with respect to k partially and equating — to zero, we 
dk 
get 
d<p ^ C2W2n ^ ^^ ( 9 ^ 
dk K " J 
= 0 
Which gives n = 2 _ ^ ^ 2 ^ 
^2 
(4.4.4) 
or, n = kS' 2R. (4.4.5) 
Differentiating ^ with respect to «' partially and equating —^ to zero, we 
dn 
get 
5«' = c - «'2 «'2 ;i=o 
Which gives n ,2 _ ^(^y ~^R) (4.4.6) 
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or, n = 
iMS^y-Sh (4.4.7) 
Differentiating ^with respect to n partially and equating — to zero, we get 
dn 
dl ( 
dn 
c + C i f F i + ^ ^ | + /l ^ Sl W2{k-\)SlR' = 0 
Which gives 1_ASR + Wi{k-\)SIR\ n = A—} r— 
c + ciWi + - ^ - ^ 
(4.4.8) 
or, n = ^^. 
\[Sl+W2{k~\)slR] 
V k 
(4.4.9) 
Finally differentiating ^ with respect to A partially and equating - ^ to 
zero, we get 
dX >i>^(^^>^(^-"^ *^2/?-^0 = 0 
or V | ^ ' - ' ^ ' - ^ ^ 4 + ^ 2(^-l)^2i? (4.4.10) 
From (4.4.4) and (4.4.8) we get 
0^ 
SiRic^c^W^) 
(4.4.11) 
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Solving (4.4.5), (4.4.7) and (4.4.10) for VX we get 
VI = -
/ (S}-Shc' + {Sl+W2ik-l)siJc + ciWi+^-^ 
f ,1\ (4.4.12) 
Fn + 1. 
N 
Using the value of VX from (4.4.12) in (4.4.7) and (4.4.9), we 
get 
i SR+»'2(t-i)S}R 
"0 = 
^(Sj -Sl)c- + ^ jsl+W2(k-l)SlgL7cilVi + ^ 
jc + ciWi + C2W2 
nh = 
pj -SlW + ^ Sl +W2{k-\)Siji jc + qPr, + ^ J52 -5 I 
V 
^ 
J 
where ^o 's given by (4.4.11). 
4.5 Hansen and Hurwitz Estimator 
The variance of the Hansen and Hunwitz estimator y* is 
V{f)^ O l l c 2 , W2{k-\)^2 \n N n '2.y (4.5.1) 
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The expected cost function is given by 
c: = c^c,w,+'-Ay (4.5.2) 
To determine the optimum values of k and n that minimize the cost given 
by (4.5.2) for fixed variance VQ, we define the function y/{n,k,X) as 
[l/{n,k,X) = \ c + c\W\ + C2W2\ n + X .2 , ^2(^-1)^2% „ 
•^  n 
(4.5.3) 
Differentiating y/ with respect to k partially and equating — to zero, we 
dk 
get 
5 ^ ^2^2" + A ^•VisV = 0 
V y 
Which gives 2 Aft 02J, « = — 
C2 
(4.5.4) 
Differentiating i// with respect to n partially and equating — to zero, we 
on 
get. 
dy/ 
dn 
c + c i ^ F i + ^ ^ l + A 
^ 6-2 W2{k-\)Sly^ 
n 
= 0 
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Which gives (4.5.5) 
Solving (4.5.4) and (4.5.5), we get 
^'OHH = 
jC2(S^y-W2Siy) 
S^yiC + C^WO 
(4.5.6) 
Finally differentiating y/ with respect to A partially and equating —^ to 
zero, we get 
di// 
'dl' yn N) ^ n -ily'^O = 0 
.2 c2 
or, Fo + 
S'y S^y^W2{k-\)S^y 
N 
Which gives Sl+W2(.kQHH-^)S2y 
St 
where kQj^ff is given by (4.5.6) 
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4.6 Theoretical Comparison of the Estimators 
It is well known in literature that the double sampling ratio estimator 
will be more efficient than the simple random sampling estimator if R<2p 
or p> ^ Cochran (1977). Also the double sampling ratio estimator in 
2 Sy 
presence of non-response will be more efficient than the Hansen-Hurwitz 
estimator if i?< 2/?2 or p2> 
\RS2, 
2 Sly 
Where/? = ^ , A = % ! i , ^ = i ^ and p , = - ^ 
S; six ^x^y Slx^ly 
For our proposed estimator the cost of the survey for given 
precision, under optimum allocation will be less than the Hansen-Hurwitz 
estimator if C* - C* > 0 
I.e. 
V ^0////; V 0^ ; 
So the condition that cost for our proposed estimator will be less 
than that of Hansen-Hurwitz estimator is given by 
c'<f-(«,-l) + f-
where, ^ = ^^^^^^, ^2 = — - q = c + c^W^ and c^ = C2W2 
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4.7 Numerical Comparison 
The expected cost C* for our proposed estimator y*^ and expected 
cost C* considered by Hansen-Hurwitz estimator y* are compared (using 
an artificially generated population). The parameters of the population are: 
A^  = 500,7^2 = 150,i? = 1.48,5'^  = 350.54,^^ = 1213.82, S^y = 530.07, 
S^x =150.04,52^ = 610.67, 52xy =253.68,5? =412.49,52^. =188.35, 
/3 = l.5l,p = 0.SI,J32 = 1.69 ,P2 = 0.83 
Table 4.7.1 shows the optimum values of kQ, KQ, HQ and expected 
cost C* for our proposed estimator y\ and optimum values of kQHH,nQHH 
and expected cost C* for Hansen-Hurwitz estimator y* for fixed variance 
^0=5.41. 
Table 4.7.1 
W^ W2 
0.7 0.3 
1 
c 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
c 
0.5 
0.6 
0.8 
0.9 
c\ 
1 
1.4 
1.6 
1.9 
2^ 
2 
3 
4 
5 
^OHH 
1.67 
1.78 
1.87 
1.94 
for y* 
^QHH 
170 
173 
175 
177 
cl 
256 
353 
435 
522 
kQ 
\.ll 
1.89 
1.98 
2.05 
for 
"0 
78 
83 
86 
89 
_* 
yR 
"0 
411 
357 
333 
317 
C* 
158 
240 
314 
389 
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4.8 Conclusion 
From the numerical comparison it is evident that the expected cost 
C* for our proposed double sampling ratio estimator is less than the 
expected cost Q* of the Hansen-Hurwitz estimator. 
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CHAPTER V 
INTEGER SOLUTION TO THE ALLOCATION 
PROBLEM IN MULTIVARIATE STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
5.1 Introduction 
In sample surveys, when stratified sampling is used, we must know 
the sample sizes for different strata. They may be chosen to minimize the 
variance of the estimator for a fixed cost of the survey or to minimize the 
cost for a specified precision of the estimator. 
Usually in sample surveys more than one population characters are 
to be esfimated. In case of stratified sampling, when several characters are 
under study, an allocafion which is optimum for one character may not in 
general be optimum for other characters. One way to resolve this problem 
is to search for a compromise allocation which is in some sense optimum 
for all the characters. Several authors have discussed various criteria for 
obtaining a usable compromise allocation. Cochran (1977) suggested that 
the compromise allocation would be the characterwise average of the 
individual optimum allocations. 
Kokan and Khan (1967), Chatterjee (1968), Huddleston et al.(1970), 
Bethel (1985, 1989) and Chromy (1987) have considered the use of 
convex programming in relation to multivariate optimal allocation problem. 
Omule (1985), Jahan et al. (1994) and khan et al. (1997) used dynamic 
programming technique to obtain the compromise allocation. 
For practical applications of any allocation, integer values of the 
sample sizes are required. The integer values of the sample sizes can be 
obtained simply by rounding off the non-integer values to the nearest 
integer values. The rounded off sample allocations may work well, when 
the sample sizes are large enough or the measurement costs in different 
strata are not too high. However, for small sample sizes in some situations 
the rounded off sample allocations may not be feasible and optimal. This 
means that the rounding off values may violate the constraints of the 
problem or there may exist other sets of integer sample allocations with a 
lesser value of the objective function. In such situations we have to use 
some integer programming technique to obtain an optimum integer 
solution. Several authors such as Arthanari and Dodge (1981) and Khan 
(1997) used the dynamic programming approach to obtain an integer 
solution. However, in some situations the dynamic programming approach 
is too inefficient as is evident by numerical example solved in these 
references. 
In this chapter, the problem of obtaining a compromise allocation in 
multivariate stratified random sampling with p characters is formulated as 
a non-linear integer-programming problem and a solution procedure is 
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developed using the branch and bound technique given by Land and Doig. 
The basic idea of branch and bound is to partition a given problem into a 
number of sub-problems. This process of partitioning is usually called 
branching and its purpose is to establish sub-problems that are easier to 
solve than the original problem because of their smaller size or amenable 
structure. A numerical example is also presented and it is observed that 
sometimes the non-integer solution obtained by Lagrange's multiplier 
technique requires more than 100% sampling. This situation is resolved by 
using branch and bound technique. 
5.2 The Problem Formulation 
We consider the situation where p characters are measured on each 
unit of a population of size N, which is partitioned into L strata withiV/ units 
in the i'^ stratum. Let «,• be the number of units to be drawn without 
replacement from i^^ stratum of size //,• (/=1,2,...,L). Let >';,,•,• be the value 
obtained for h^^ unit in the /'^ stratum for the y'^ character. 
An unbiased estimate of the population mean Yj for j'^ character is 
yj{st)=^^iyij ^ where py = X — - is the sample mean for the 
1=1 h=\ "'• 
, AT. 
variable y; in the i stratum and Wi =—^ 
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The variance of yj^st) 's given by 
For large strata sizes the second term on the right may be ignored and we 
get 
nyjist))=i: ' 
i=\ «/ 
where, 
1 ^' S^= ^(yhij-Yij)'^\s the stratum variance of the y^^character in 
the i'^ strata. 
Let Cjj be the cost of measuring the y^ ^ character on a unit in the 
p 
i''^ stratum and Q = ^Cy be the cost of measuring all the p characters on 
7=1 
a sampled unit from the i'^ strata. Neglecting the overhead costs which do 
not enter into the optimization problems, the total cost of the survey is 
L 
usually of the linear form J^C/n/. 
When the total amount of resources available for a multivariate 
stratified random survey is prefixed, a compromise allocation may be the 
one that minimizes the weighted sum of the sampling variances of the 
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estimates of various characters within the available budget. The 
compromise allocation can be obtained by minimizing the weighted sum of 
the variances of the stratified sample means of p characters. That is to 
p 
minimize the weighted sum X^y^^^/C^o)- ^^ere aj 0 = 1,2, ,p) are the 
positive weights assigned to the various characters. These weights are 
chosen in such a way that Oj is proportional to the sum of the stratum 
variances for the character yj, for the following reason. 
If the population is heterogeneous with respect to a given character 
(say the / ^ ) then the values of Sy (i = 1,2, , L ) are expected to be large, 
p 
with Y^cij=l, this choice gives 
hi 
a,.= '=' 
J p L ^ 
y=i/=i 
0 = 1.2, ,p) 
The problem of optimal sample allocation involves determining the 
sample sizes («i,«2, ,«£> that minimize the weighted sum of variances 
for a fixed budget C. For linear cost function and fixed budget the problem 
of finding the optimum compromise integer solution is formulated as the 
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following non-linear integer-programming problem 
p p L w^S-
Minimize 2 = Za/(>^;(5o)= Z ^ y Z - ^ ^ (5-2-1) 
j=\ j=\ i=\ "i 
L 
Subject to Z Q " / - < ^ (5.2.2) 
2<ni<Ni (5.2.3) 
rtj are integers (5.2.4) 
The restrictions «,• < Nj are imposed to avoid over sampling while 
the restrictions 2<n,- are imposed to have an estimate of the stratum 
p 
variances sfj. We define Af = Y^^jSfj (i = 1,2 ,L) and Xj = Af W^ 
The above problem may then be restated as 
Minimize Z = y ^ (5.2.5) 
L 
Subject to Yu^ini<C (5.2.6) 
2<ni<Ni (5.2.7) 
«/ are integers. (5.2.8) 
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5.3 Solution of the Problem 
To find the solution of the problem {5.2.5)-(5.2.8) by ignoring the 
upper and lower bounds (5.2.7) and the integer requirements (5.2.8), we 
consider the Lagrangian function 
/=1 "/ 
L 
(5.3.1) 
where X is the Lagrange's multiplier. 
Differentiating ^ with respect to z?/ and A and equating the differentials to 
zero we get 
^ = yqn,-c=o 
Which on simplification gives the initial solution 
z#rQ 
Since the Land and Doig approach of the branch and bound 
technique requires the solution of the sub-problems in which some of the 
«/ are fixed. Suppose that at the k^^ node, the fixed values of w, are given 
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for / e /^, where Ij^ is the set of indices which have been fixed at the k th 
node. Then at the k^^ node we form the Lagrangian function 
^=1 
f 
c-
\ 
L ]] 
- ZQ«/ 
'^h )_ 
(5.3.3) 
Equating to zero the differentials of (/ with respect to «, and A, we obtain 
the solution at node k as 
« , = 
^ I 1 
; / = 1,2,....,I (5.3.4) 
z#rc7 
For branching from each node of the (Land and Doig Branch and 
Bound) tree, we will choose an n,- at the current node which either violates 
the integer requirements (5.2.8) or violates the upper or lower bounds 
(5.2.7). Whenever the branching is done on the bounds then one branch 
will fix the corresponding «,• on the violated bound and the other on the 
next feasible integer value. 
In the following section we give a numerical example, which 
illustrates the branching procedure. 
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5.4 Numerical Example 
To illustrate the solution procedure, we consider the following 
artificially generated example having two characters and divided into three 
strata. Suppose that the total budget available for the sample survey is 100 
units. The parameters of the population are: 
Table 5.4.1 
Stratum » 
1 
2 
3 
Ni 
21 
27 
12 
Wi 
0.35 
0.45 
0.20 
s,^  
16 
36 
225 
4 
25 
64 
400 
Q 
2 
5 
3 
The allocation problem (5.2.5)-(5.2.8) may be stated as follows: 
Minimize 
Subject to 
^ 2.6638 10.9097 13.4688 
Z = + + 
2«i+5«2+3«3<100 
2<«i <21 
2 < «2 ^ 27 
2 < «3 < 12 
«i,«2 and «3 are integers 
The values of «,• obtained using (5.3.2) are as follows: 
«I =7.18, «2= 9.20, n3= 13.20, and Z* =2.5112 
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This solution is infeasible because it does not satisfy the upper 
bound on «3, as «3 =13.2>12. This requires more than 100% sampling in 
the third stratum. This problem Is resolved using the branch and bound 
technique. At first we create two branches from node 1 by fixing rt3=12 
leading to node 2 and the other by fixing ^3=11 leading to node 3. By 
using (5.3.4) we obtain at 
node 2 : «] =7.61, «2 =9.75, n^ =12, Zj =2.5913 
node 3 : «i =7.97, ^2 =10.20, n^ =11, Z3 = 2.6282 
As Zl<Z^, next we branch from node 2 by fixing n2=l0 leading to node 
4 and by fixing «2 = 9 leading to node 5. 
The first integer solution is obtained at node 4 as 
nodeA: ni=7, n2 = l0,n2=l2, Zj=2.5939 and C = 100 
This solution also happens to be optimal solution of our allocation problem 
as can be seen from the following branch and bound tree. (Fig.5.4) 
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«! =7.18 
«2=9.20 
^3 =13.20 
(Integer Solution) (Fathomed) 
Figure 5.4: Various nodes of the branch and bound method for the 
problem with data in table 5.4.1. 
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The solution (7,9,12) obtained from node 1 by rounding off tine 
non-integer values to the nearest integers in strata 1 and 2 and fixing n^ at 
the upper limit 12 in stratum 3 gives the value of the objective function as 
2.7151. The integer solution (7,10,12) obtained by using branch and bound 
technique has the value of the objective function as 2.5939. Thus by using 
branch and bound technique, we obtain 105% efficiency within the given 
budgetary limits. 
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